Description

The Optical Phase Interrogator (OPI) Development Kit, QFBR-S01EK001Z contains the main components needed to evaluate the OPI technology for your application. With an optical phase interrogator, QFBR-S01IN001Z, and sufficient fiber sensor material to set up a test workbench, the developer's kit will help the integrator to benchmark the technology for the intended purpose and potentially integrate and test it in the end application.

Kit Contents

- Optical Phase Interrogator (QFBR-S01IN001Z)
- Polymer Optical Sensor Fiber
  - 2 x QFBR-SUS050Z (50m)
- Fiber Polishing Kit
- ST- Connectors (4 Pcs)
- POE Injector
- Documentation
  (Manual, Protocol Summary, and Software GUI)
- 1x Ethernet cable (cross-over)
- 2x Ethernet cable (standard)
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